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We show an electron interferometer between a quantum point contact (QPC) and a scanning gate
microscope (SGM) tip in a two-dimensional electron gas. The QPC and SGM tip act as reflective
barriers of a lossy cavity; the conductance through the system thus varies as a function of the
distance between the QPC and SGM tip. We characterize how temperature, electron wavelength,
cavity length, and reflectivity of the QPC barrier affect the interferometer. We report checkerboard
interference patterns near the QPC and, when injecting electrons above or below the Fermi energy,
effects of dephasing.
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When electronic device dimensions become smaller
than the electron coherence length, the wavelike nature of
electrons becomes critical to understanding device oper-
ation and provides opportunities to build devices taking
advantage of quantum properties. Interferometers have
been used to study electron interference in systems such
as carbon nanotubes [1] and GaAs two-dimensional elec-
tron gases (2DEGs) [2]. Direct spatial visualizations of
interference effects appear as fringes in images of elec-
tron flow in 2DEGs taken by scanning gate microscopy
(SGM) [3, 4] and can give information about the local
potential [5, 6].
Fringes appear in SGM images when different reflected
electron paths interfere. Previously observed fringes were
due to an interferometer similar to a Michelson interfer-
ometer. One path of the interferometer is created by
an SGM tip and the other path by impurities [3–5] or a
reflector gate [7]. However, fringes were not seen in high-
mobility samples with a low density of impurities [6]. In
this Rapid Communication we report interference fringes
in SGM images taken in one of the same high-mobility
samples at lower temperatures. Now multiple interfering
paths are created by the SGM tip, similar to the movable
reflector of a Fabry-Pe´rot interferometer. We report spa-
tial interference patterns different from those previously
observed. The recovery of fringes in clean samples at
lower temperatures allows us to spatially probe phase co-
herent properties, such as local phase and electron wave-
length, and we demonstrate how these may be useful for
studying dephasing. Furthermore, the understanding of
interference fringes which we achieve is necessary before
using fringes of a different origin to measure electron in-
teractions in nanostructures [8].
Thermal averaging limits how far from a coherent
source interference effects can be observed, even if each
individual electron is still coherent [9]. Electrons around
the Fermi energy with a spread in energies compara-
ble to the thermal energy are involved in transport and
FIG. 1: Mechanisms for interference fringe formation and
appearance of fringes at low temperature. (a) Schematic of
imaging technique showing the 2DEG (green), as well as sur-
face gates and metallic tip (orange) creating depletion regions
(black) in the 2DEG below. When above an area of high elec-
tron flow, the tip scatters electrons back through the QPC
(blue path) and reduces the measured conductance ∆G. (b)
Fringe mechanism 1: an impurity (gray) near the 2DEG acts
as a hard scatterer and creates a second electron path to the
QPC (red). (c) Fringe mechanism 2: similar to an optical
Fabry-Pe´rot interferometer. (d) Electron flow at 1.7 K shows
no interference fringes. Mechanism 1 does not occur, and
the sample is too warm for mechanism 2 to be visible. (e)
Electron flow at 350 mK showing interference fringes at the
bottom of the image due to mechanism 2.
become out of phase after traveling a thermal length,
LT = h
2/2pimλF kBT (where λF is the Fermi wavelength
and m is the effective electron mass). In the simplest case
of 2 paths interfering, in addition to the requirement that
each path be shorter than the coherence length, the dif-
ference in length between the two paths must be shorter
than LT for interference to be visible.
We image electron flow emanating from a quantum
point contact (QPC) in a GaAs 2DEG using an SGM
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2situated in a 3He cryostat with a base temperature of
350 mK [10]. The 2DEG (same as sample C in Ref-
erence [6]) has density 1.5 × 1011 cm−2 and mobility
4.4 × 106 cm2/V s at 4.2 K. We measure the conduc-
tance across a split-gate QPC [11] as we scan a metallic
SGM tip ∼30 nm above the surface of the sample, as
depicted in Fig. 1(a). Application of negative voltage
to the tip creates a depletion disk in the 2DEG below.
When the depletion disk is in a region of high electron
flow, it scatters electrons back through the QPC, reduc-
ing the measured conductance [path depicted in blue in
Fig. 1(a)-(c)]. By scanning the tip and recording the
change in conductance, ∆G, we can thus map electron
flow [3]. Unless stated otherwise, the QPC conductance
is set to 2e2/h, the middle of the first plateau, in the
absence of a tip-induced depletion disk.
Interference fringes can appear in images of electron
flow if other backscattering paths exist in addition to the
path probed by the tip. We consider two distinct mech-
anisms with very different temperature dependences.
Mechanism 1 is depicted in Fig. 1(b): hard scatterers
(depicted in gray created, for example, by impurities near
the 2DEG) reflect an appreciable amount of electron flux
directly backward through the QPC (red path). As the
tip changes position, the length of the blue path changes
but the length of the red path does not, causing a full cy-
cle of interference as the tip moves away from the QPC
by λF /2 [12]. Interference fringes are visible when the
tip-to-QPC distance, L, is within LT /2 of the impurity-
to-QPC distance, LI , (i.e. LI −LT /2 < L < LI +LT /2)
[9]. Fringes due to Mechanism 1 turn out to be rare
or nonexistent in high-mobility 2DEGs such as the one
studied here due to the low density of hard scatterers [6].
Mechanism 2 for fringe formation is depicted in Fig.
1(c) and is relevant for our sample: electrons are emit-
ted from the QPC, reflect off the tip, off the gates, off
the tip again, and are finally retransmitted through the
QPC (path depicted in red). The path length difference
between the red path and blue path is 2L. Therefore,
for L > LT /2, we expect the interference fringes due to
mechanism 2 to fade.
In our sample LT /2 = 320 nm at T = 1.7 K and
LT /2 = 1.6 µm at T = 350 mK (assuming a measured
λ/2 = 38 nm as discussed below). Figure 1(d) shows an
image of electron flow taken at 1.7 K in which fringes are
not visible. Mechanism 1 does not occur because there
are no hard scatterers within the electron flow, and mech-
anism 2 is not seen because the imaging area is farther
than LT /2 from the QPC. Figure 1(e) shows an image of
electron flow taken over the same device but at 350 mK,
and strong interference fringes are now visible in the bot-
tom portion of the scan due to mechanism 2. All images
presented below were taken at 350 mK. In other images
we measure an average fringe spacing of λ/2 = 38 nm
over many fringes far from the QPC. Although the bulk
electron density of the 2DEG suggests λF /2 = 32 nm,
FIG. 2: Disappearance of interference fringes. (a) Image of
electron flow showing strong interference fringes close to the
QPC gates and a disappearance of fringes farther away. (b)
Idealized calculation of how interference visibility due to two
paths of equal magnitude decreases farther from a coherent
source due to thermal averaging. (c) Calculation showing the
disappearance of interference fringes due to two paths with
fluxes decreasing as 1/L and 1/L3, respectively, as well as
thermal averaging. (d) Comparison of visibility ν for data in
(a) and model in (c).
we expect that the observed λ/2 will differ from the bulk
value due to partial depletion of the 2DEG caused by the
tip [3, 5] and random local density variations [5]. Near
the QPC the local fringe spacing is further modified by
partial depletion from the QPC gates and geometrical ef-
fects [10]. We assume an average λ/2 = 38 nm and note
below when a local measurement of λ/2 is different from
this average value.
As expected, in Fig. 2(a) the interference fringe in-
tensity fades with distance away from the QPC. Figure
2(b) shows a calculation of how interference between two
paths of equal magnitude fades over a characteristic dis-
tance LT /2 = 1.6 µm due to thermal averaging. This
simple model underestimates the degree to which fringes
fade as a function of distance from the QPC. Electrons
reflect off of the QPC and tip depletion regions with an
angular spread; each reflection causes the current den-
sity to scale as 1/L at large distances L [13]. Therefore,
the fluxes of the blue and red paths in Fig. 1(c) should
drop off roughly as 1/L and 1/L3 respectively. Figure
2(c) shows a calculation of how interference fades taking
into account thermal averaging and this rough distance
dependence [14].
Figure 2(d) shows how the visibility, ν =(oscillation
amplitude)/average, of interference fringes in our experi-
mental data (black squares) compares to our calculation
3FIG. 3: Changing transmission of QPC. (a) Image of electron
flow at T = 1.0 showing a checkerboard interference pattern.
The centers of squares of the checkerboard are denoted with
red circles. Inset: schematic for mechanism causing checker-
board interference pattern where double-ended arrows indi-
cate roundtrip paths. The dashed green lines are lines along
which the two red paths completely destructively interfere.
(b) Image of electron flow at T = 0.5 showing more of a
ring pattern. Red lines denote these rings. Inset: schematic
for mechanism causing ring interference pattern. The dashed
purple lines are those along which the blue path length is
constant.
from Fig. 2(c) (blue line). We extract ν from our data
by fitting a sine curve to local cuts of interference fringes.
While the flux scattered from the tip varies non-trivially
with position, the data follow the model well. While
a long LT (i.e. low temperature) is crucial to observ-
ing fringes caused by mechanism 2, geometrical attenua-
tion of reflected waves ultimately limits the distance over
which fringes are visible.
We next explore new interference patterns near the
QPC and how the transmission coefficient T of the QPC
affects the interferometer. In Fig. 3(a), we image flow as
before at T = 1 (i.e. G = 2e2/h), and in Fig. 3(b), we
image flow at T = 0.5 (i.e. G = e2/h). At T = 1, we
observe the interference forms a checkerboard pattern in
certain areas (red circles in the center of “squares” are
an aid to the eyes). The interference pattern at T = 0.5
does not have as strong a checkerboard pattern and in-
stead has a more ring like structure [denoted by red lines;
see supplementary information [10] for plots of the signal
derivative and discussion of vibrations at the bottom of
Fig. 3(b)].
We understand the two different types of interference
patterns observed in Fig. 3(a) and 3(b) as due to dif-
ferent sets of interfering paths. In Fig. 3(a) at T = 1,
interference happens as previously discussed, but we take
into account reflections off both QPC gates because of
the proximity to the QPC. As depicted in Fig. 3(a) in-
set, the directly backscattered path (blue path) interferes
with both paths reflecting off the QPC gates (red paths).
At certain distances from the QPC (green dashed lines),
the two red paths destructively interfere. As the tip
moves along a green line, the blue path has no other path
with which to interfere and we observe no fringes. How-
ever, when the tip is between green lines, the summed
FIG. 4: Changing electron wavelength (energy) and cavity
length. (a) Image of electron flow. Red circle denotes where
the tip was placed when conductance was measured as a func-
tion of Vg and Vsd in (b), and green circle denotes the location
of the tip for the measurements in (c). The two locations are
chosen to have similar capacitive coupling to the QPC. (d)
Subtraction of (c) from (b) shows features that are just due
to the presence of the tip. Red dashed lines denote the con-
stant phase condition of the cavity when changing the electron
wavelength (Vsd) and cavity length (Vg). The dashed yellow
lines show the voltage at which we calculate electron-electron
scattering to cause a reduction in interference visibility by
half. The green arrow points to diamondlike features which
are an artifact of the subtraction; (b) and (c) have been shifted
slightly in Vg due to different capacitive coupling from the tip.
red paths have a net amplitude, the magnitude of which
changes sign on opposite sides of a green line. The blue
path interferes with the net red paths, and this creates
a checkerboard pattern (see supplementary information
[10] for a predicted pattern).
The lateral spacing w of squares in the checkerboard
pattern allows us to estimate the distance d between
the reflection points of the red paths off the QPC gates
as w ≈ λ√L2 + (d/2)2/(2d) (both w and d denoted
in Fig. 3(a) inset). We measure a local fringe spac-
ing of λ/2 = 43 nm here. We find w = 55 nm and
L ≈ 400 ± 50 nm (uncertainty is in the size of the tip-
induced depletion disk and where electrons reflect off the
QPC gates), giving d ≈ 340 nm. This is in good agree-
ment with the d = 410 nm predicted by a calculation of
the gate potential by a three-dimensional Schro¨dinger-
Poisson solver (SETE code provided by M. Stopa [15]).
In Fig. 3(b) at T = 0.5, another interference mecha-
nism shown in the inset becomes important. Now, direct
reflection from the QPC itself (red path) interferes with
the path directly backscattered by the tip (blue path).
Rings of constant path length back to the QPC (dashed
purple lines) are rings of constant phase for the blue path,
and hence constant phase of interference in our measure-
ment. Indeed, we observe a stronger ring pattern in Fig.
3(b).
We next study changes in cavity length and injected
electron wavelength (i.e. energy) and how finite injec-
4tion energy leads to dephasing. With the tip positioned
in the electron flow in Fig. 4(a) (at the red circle) 700 nm
from the QPC, we vary the gate voltage on the QPC, Vg,
and source-drain bias across the QPC, Vsd. Setting Vg
more negative widens the depletion region underneath
the gate, effectively decreasing the distance L. A nega-
tive Vsd injects electrons at higher energies and shorter
wavelengths. Figure 4(b) shows the conductance, G, with
the tip in the electron flow. The prominent diamondlike
features stem from quantized conductance of subbands
in the QPC [16]. To determine the effects of the tip, in
Fig. 4(c) we take the same conductance measurements
with the tip out of the electron flow [at the green circle
in Fig. 4(a)]. We subtract the data in Fig. 4(c) from
those in Fig. 4(b) to produce Fig. 4(d), a plot of ∆G,
which shows just the effect of the tip.
In Fig. 4(d), strong diagonal features (marked with
red dashed lines) indicate the constant phase condition
for the interferometer 2kL = 2pin, where k is the wave
number and n is an integer. The spacing between red
dashed lines along the Vg axis corresponds to changing
the cavity length L by λ/2. The interval between red
dashed lines along Vg is 65 mV, implying that increasing
the gate voltage extends the depletion region laterally
at a rate of 0.6 nm/mV, which agrees with predictions
from our SETE calculations. Additionally, the spacing
between red dashed lines along the Vsd axis should cor-
respond to changing the electron wavenumber k by pi/L
inside the cavity of fixed length L. We measure that the
spacing between red dashed lines along Vsd is 420 µV and
predict, based on our estimate of L from SETE calcula-
tions, that the spacing should also be 420 µV.
The dependence of interference fringes on Vsd provides
a useful technique for spatially studying dephasing. In
Fig. 4(d), we see that at high |Vsd| the diagonal fea-
tures (marked with red dashed lines) disappear. This
can be explained by inelastic scattering that causes elec-
trons to lose phase information and no longer interfere.
To quantify the energy dependence, for each Vsd we fit
a sine curve to ∆G oscillations as a function of Vg and
use the amplitude as a measure of interference strength.
Although the QPC adds non-trivial subband features to
∆G, we estimate the 2 values of Vsd at which the interfer-
ence strength is reduced to 50% of its maximum [denoted
by the end of the red dashed lines with short vertical lines
in Fig. 4(d)] and find their difference ∆Vsd = 920 µV.
Electron-electron scattering increases at high-bias and
is generally the dominant source of inelastic scattering in
this regime [17]. We calculate the expected ∆Vsd from
the electron-electron scattering length Le−e [18] [the av-
erage path length of electrons 3L = ln(2)Le−e(Vsd)]. Us-
ing the density measured from the average fringe spac-
ing, the expected ∆Vsd is 1250 µV [yellow dashed lines
in Fig. 4(d)], close to our data. In the future a more
detailed spatial dependence study may give insight into
dephasing mechanisms.
We have demonstrated a thorough understanding
of an electronic interferometer using an SGM tip and
QPC. We show new ways of measuring the spatial
dependence of dephasing, which can be used to probe
electron-electron scattering in a 2DEG. Additionally,
this interferometer may prove useful for studying elec-
tron interactions and complex flow patterns in the “0.7
structure” regime [19] of a QPC in which transport
measurements indicate correlated electron structure.
Thus we have investigated changes in transport through
the interferometer as a function of QPC transmission.
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5Electron Interferometer Formed with a Scanning Probe Tip 
and Quantum Point Contact – Supplementary Information 
 
Section I: Experimental Details 
 
 Here we elaborate on the experimental details described for Fig. 1.  The two-
dimensional electron gas (2DEG) has density 1.5 x 1011 cm-2 and mobility 4.4 x 106
cm
2/Vs, measured at 4.2 K.  This corresponds to a mean free path of 28 µm, meaning 
electron transport occurs in the ballistic regime in our experiment.  The 2DEG is located 
100 nm below the surface of the sample.  A Ti/Au (10 nm / 20 nm) split-gate is patterned
on the surface with electron-beam lithography.  Application of a negative voltage, Vg, to 
these gates depletes the 2DEG below and defines the quantum point contact (QPC) [S1, 
S2].  We measure the differential conductance, G, across the sample through the QPC 
using standard lock-in techniques; we apply a small oscillating voltage, Vac, and measure 
the current driven.  The QPC dominates the resistance through the system, and the 
conductance serves as a measurement of the transmission of electrons from one side of 
the QPC to the other. 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Schematic of imaging technique.  Metallic surface gates and tip (orange) 
create depletion regions (black) in the 2DEG (green) below.  We measure the 
conductance G across the sample.  When the depletion disk is in a region of high 
electron flow, electrons are scattered back through the QPC (blue path), and we 
measure a drop in conductance ∆G.  The voltage across the sample Vsd allows us 
to change the energy (and wavelength) of injected electrons. 
 
 We use a home-built scanning gate microscope (SGM) to image electron flow
[S3,S4].  The SGM is situated in a 3He cryostat with a base temperature of 350 mK and 
isolated from environmental vibrations.  We use a commercial piezoresistive cantilever
and atomic force microscope (AFM) tip.  We evaporate a thin layer of metal (Cr/Au) onto 
the tip so that it is conducting at low-temperature.  Using a piezoelectric scan tube, we 
position the tip ~30 nm above the surface of the sample, near the QPC.  We apply a 
negative voltage to the tip, Vtip, creating a circular depletion region in the 2DEG below.
When this depletion disk is in areas of electron flow, it scatters electrons.  If an electron 
6is scattered back through the QPC, G is reduced.  If an electron is scattered, but not back 
through the QPC, G is not measurably changed because most of the resistance is through 
the QPC.  By scanning the tip and measuring the change in conductance, ∆G, we can map 
the spatial distribution of electron flow.  Images taken this way have been found to 
accurately represent the underlying current flow [S4, S5]. 
The SGM tip not only creates a depletion disk directly below in the 2DEG but 
also couples to the QPC with capacitance Ct.  Ct changes with the position of the tip.  
Therefore, as we scan the tip, G also changes in a manner roughly dependent on the 
distance between the tip and QPC.  Because we are not interested in this changing Ct
effect, we control Vg based on tip position to account for changes in Ct.  To accomplish 
this, before taking our image of electron flow, we scan the tip ~80 nm above the surface.
With the tip this high, there is no depletion disk in the 2DEG below.  However, Ct with 
the tip ~80 nm above the surface is similar to that at ~30 nm because the distance between 
the tip and QPC is at least several hundred nanometers.  Thus, we are able to measure the 
changing Ct effect without introducing a depletion disk.  While we scan the tip ~80 nm
above the surface, we use feedback methods to record the gate voltage, Vg, which is 
necessary to keep G constant.  Then when we measure current flow by scanning the tip at 
a height of ~30 nm, we adjust Vg using these previous measurements in order to keep G
constant until the depletion disk affects the system, as discussed in the imaging technique 
above. 
 
Section II: Interference Patterns At Different QPC Transmission Coefficients 
 
 Here in Fig. 2 we present more details regarding Fig. 3 from the Rapid 
Communication.  Panels (a) and (b) are the same as those in the Rapid Communication, 
but we have added (c)-(f) for more information.  As a different way to visualize the 
interference patterns, (c) and (d) show the derivative of the imaging signal ∆G in (a) and 
(b) respectively.  (c) shows the checkerboard pattern in (a) when the transmission 
coefficient of the QPC is T = 1.0.  The “squares” of the checkerboard in (a) appear as 
clear locations at the bottom of (c).  (d) shows that there is much less of a checkerboard 
pattern in (b) when the transmission coefficient of the QPC is T = 0.5.  Instead there is a 
stronger ring pattern.  At T = 0.5 the QPC conductance is quite sensitive to changes in 
potential at the QPC and therefore to the location of the tip.  Vibrations due to 
mechanical resonances of the system appear as ripples at the very bottom of (b), which 
may resemble the checkerboard pattern.  However, (d) clearly shows that the periodicity 
of these ripples is different from that in the checkerboard in (c).  The periodicity of the 
ripples at the bottom of (d) along the fast-scan axis (horizontally) corresponds to the 
frequency of known vibrations.  Additionally, because the ripples in (d) stem from 
vibrations of the system rather than interference of electron waves, the location of ripples
changes from scan line to scan line.  At T = 0.5 there may still be some indications of a 
checkerboard pattern because the mechanism responsible for the checkerboard can still 
occur.  However, (d) shows that checkerboard is not as strong as in (c), while the ring 
structure is prominent. 
 Panels (e) and (f) show mechanisms that can cause checkerboard and ring 
interference patterns respectively.  The insets are the same as the insets from the Rapid 
Communication, and the mechanisms are discussed there.  (e) and (f) show numerical 
7calculations for the interference patterns generated from the different mechanisms.  In 
both we assume the electron wavelength is that of the bulk density λF/2 = 32 nm.  In (e), 
we allow 3 roundtrip paths of equal magnitude to interfere, as in the inset.  The separation 
between reflection points off the QPC gates is d = 410 nm, which we estimate from a 
Schrödinger-Poisson calculation (SETE code).  We can see that the spacing of the 
checkerboard is similar to that in (a) and (c).  One interesting feature of this interference 
pattern is that the spacing between interference fringes along a line away from the QPC 
(i.e. along a line between green lines) can be larger than λF/2.  This is due to the 
geometry of the 3 paths interfering and becomes more important close to the QPC.  
However, this geometrical effect does not fully account for our locally measured fringe 
spacing of 43 nm.  Partial depletion due to the tip and QPC gates and density variations
due to doping inhomogeneities can also contribute to this difference (see Section III 
below).  Taking into account our larger measured fringe spacing, we estimate from our 
numerical calculation a lateral spacing between fringes of w = 47 nm at the approximate 
location we measure w in our data.  In our data, we actually measure w = 55 nm.  In (f), 
we only allow 2 paths of equal magnitude to interfere, and we see the expected ring 
pattern. 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Changing Transmission of QPC.  (a) and (b) are the same as in the 
Rapid Communication except the guides to the eye for the different patterns have 
been removed.  (c) and (d) (same color scale) show the derivative of the imaging 
signal ∂∆G/∂y for a different visualization.  (e) and (f) show numerical 
calculations for interference patterns generated by the different mechanisms in 
their respective insets.  (a),(c): At T = 1.0, we observe a checkerboard pattern at 
the bottom of the image.  (e) shows the checkerboard mechanism where 
reflections off both QPC gates become important close to the QPC.  (b),(d): At T 
= 0.5, we observe a pattern with a stronger ring pattern and much less of a 
checkerboard.  (f) shows the mechanism for rings where direct reflection from the 
QPC is now important. 
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Section III: Electron Wavelength and Density 
 
Previous SGM experiments demonstrated that the spacing of interference fringes 
is an accurate measure of electron wavelength and density [S6].  In the discussion of Fig. 
1 in the Rapid Communication, we refer to a measurement of an average fringe spacing 
of 38 nm over many fringes.  We perform this measurement far from the QPC (~700 nm
away and farther) and at T = 0.5 so that there is very little geometrical effect (discussed 
above in Section II).  Assuming λ/2 = 38 nm implies a density of 1.1 x 1011 cm-2, a value
~30% lower than our measured bulk 2DEG density of 1.5 x 1011 cm-2.  Previous SGM 
experiments also observed fringes that implied a density as much as 30% lower than that 
measured for the bulk [S3, S6].  This lower density measured from fringe spacing was 
attributed to partial depletion from the QPC gates and tip/cantilever.  We expect gating 
from the QPC to have little effect on density ~700 nm away because of screening by the 
2DEG (100 nm down from the surface of the sample); simulations indicate that the 
density ~700 nm away should be at least 95% of its non-gated value.  The effects of the 
QPC gates can contribute to the longer local fringe spacing (43 nm) in Fig. 3 of the Rapid 
Communication, measured closer to the QPC (400 nm away). 
Gating by the SGM tip (and supporting cantilever structure) can affect regions of 
the 2DEG farther away because the tip extends perpendicularly to the 2DEG wafer.  This 
metal farther from the 2DEG is not screened as effectively.  The amount of gating due to 
the tip at these longer distances should be relatively slowly varying with distance away 
from the tip.  Therefore, when the tip is far from the QPC, movements of the tip do not 
substantially change the gating on the 2DEG between the tip and QPC.  We attribute 
most of the difference between the density measured by fringe spacing and the density 
measured for the bulk to partial depletion due to the tip.  Another possible contribution is 
that the non-gated density in this region is lower than the density measured for the bulk.  
We observe evidence of a non-uniform density across the 2DEG wafer. 
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